Selective particle capture by asynchronously beating cilia
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Selective particle filtration is fundamental in many engineering and biological systems. For example, many aquatic microorganisms use filter feeding to capture food particles from the surrounding fluid, using motile cilia. One of the capture strategies is to use the same cilia to generate feeding currents and to intercept particles when the particles are on the downstream side of the cilia. Here, we develop a 3D computational model of ciliary bands interacting with flow suspended particles and calculate particle trajectories for a range of particle sizes. Consistent with experimental observations, we find optimal particle sizes that maximize capture rate. The optimal size depends nonlinearly on cilia spacing and cilia coordination, synchronous vs. asynchronous. These parameters affect the cilia-generated flow field, which in turn affects particle trajectories. The low capture rate of smaller particles is due to the particles’ inability to cross the flow streamlines of neighboring cilia. Meanwhile, large particles have difficulty entering the sub-ciliary region once advected downstream, also resulting in low capture rates. The optimal range of particle sizes is enhanced when cilia beat asynchronously. These findings have potentially important implications on the design and use of biomimetic cilia in processes such as particle sorting in microfluidic devices. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4938558]

I. INTRODUCTION

The separation and filtration of particles in a fluid medium are essential to many technological and biological processes. Technological applications include controlling indoor and outdoor air quality, manufacturing pharmaceuticals and powders, and sorting cells in microfluidic “lab-on-chip” devices.\textsuperscript{1,2} The health of aquatic ecosystems is largely impacted by filter feeding animals, which provide attractive biological paradigms for particle filtration. Filter feeders remove particulate food from the surrounding water by passing the water over specialized filtering structures. They span multiple length scales and use multifarious feeding structures, from baleen plates to ciliated cells. Borrowing from the aerosol filtration theory, five filter feeding mechanisms have been proposed: sieving, direct interception, inertial impaction, gravitational deposition, and diffusive deposition.\textsuperscript{3,4} These mechanisms often act in combination depending on the flow regime. For example, at high Reynolds number (Re), diffusive deposition is negligible, while the compression of streamlines around the feeding structure provides a potential mechanism for increased encounter of particles.\textsuperscript{5} At low Re, inertia is negligible and the feeding structure has to manipulate the surrounding fluid to generate feeding currents that bring suspended particles closer to the feeding organ.

In this paper, we analyze particle capture by a ciliated model system at low Re. Cilia are slender hair-like structures, typically 5–25 µm in length, that extend from the cell surface. Many microorganisms including marine larvae use motile cilia to generate feeding currents.\textsuperscript{6–8} Cilia-generated flows are characterized by low Re, of the order 10\textsuperscript{−4} to 10\textsuperscript{−2} even in water, where Stokes equations are
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applicable. To break the time reversibility inherent in the Stokes regime, motile cilia typically use two mechanisms: (1) an asymmetric beating pattern at the level of the individual cilium, and (2) a metachronal wave pattern in cilia beating collectively. The asymmetric beating pattern consists of an effective stroke where the cilium is relatively straight and generates flow in the same direction as its motion and a recovery stroke where it bends parallel to the surface and generates a relatively weaker backward flow. The metachronal wave in collectively beating cilia is the result of all cilia performing similar beating patterns, but deforming in time with a small phase difference with respect to their neighbors. Random coordination in beating cilia has also been observed in experiments, however, there is limited understanding of its role in fluid transport. Biofluid mechanics research has focused primarily on analyzing the beating pattern and metachronal coordination in cilia acting individually and collectively, with particular emphasis on their role in fluid transport and mixing.

Cilia-driven filter feeders must generate feeding currents and meet the additional challenge of capturing suspended particles. Various capture strategies have been documented in ciliated filter feeders, ranging from ciliary sieving to upstream interception of particles, particle trapping, and downstream particle interception. Experimental observations suggest that particle capture process by downstream interception is passive and mechanical; that is, it does not seem to rely on active sensing of the suspended particles. Fig. 1 shows the microorganism Loxosoma pectinaricola as a representative example. The ciliated organ is characterized by a band of cilia that serves the dual function of generating feeding currents and directly intercepting particles downstream of the cilia. It is hypothesized that downstream particle collection is based on the “catch-up” principle. According to this principle, cilia move the fluid with suspended particles into the ciliary region, where the same cilia, during their effective stroke, catch up with suspended particles and transfer them to a food groove or mouth cavity. A key point here is that capture takes place during the effective stroke when the “front side” of the cilium catches up with the particle. This qualitative analysis provides valuable insights into the particle capture method but does not elucidate the hydrodynamic mechanisms underlying cilia-particle interactions.

Hydrodynamics plays an important role in particle capture, allowing particles to be transported at higher rates than those associated with diffusion alone. Indeed, considering that the relevant particle size is as small as 1 μm, the associated diffusivity at room temperature in water is of the order of \(D \sim 10^{-10}\) to \(10^{-12}\) m² s⁻¹. Meanwhile, experimental observations of cilia-generated flows report flow speeds of the order \(U \sim 100–1000\) μm/s, and even as high as 3000 μm/s. Thus, estimating conservatively, particles traverse a distance \(L \sim 100\) μm in approximately \(L/U \sim 1\) s, whereas particles transported by diffusion alone take a considerably longer time, \(L^2/D \sim 100\) s. The ratio of diffusive to advection time scales is measured by the Pécelet number (\(Pe = UL/D\)). For \(Pe \ll 1\), diffusion is dominant. Here, \(Pe \sim 100\) signifying a dominance of advection over diffusion.

In this study, we neglect diffusion and analyze the hydrodynamics of downstream capture in the context of a model system consisting of a band of equally spaced motile cilia (see Fig. 3). Recent numerical studies of particle capture by ciliary fields include continuum envelope models that optimize metachronal coordination for feeding and swimming efficiencies as well as discrete particle-cilia interactions.

models. The discrete models examine the trapping and transport of a large particle moving above a ciliary carpet, the capture and release of particles by four cilia beating in synchrony at the corners of a square domain, and the downstream capture of particles moving in an “effective” unsteady flow field which does not explicitly account for the beating cilia, and thus exclude cilia spacing and details of particle capture. Here, we account for cilia-particle interactions. We particularly focus on the size spectrum of captured particles and the effect of beating coordination, e.g., synchronous vs. asynchronous, on the size selectivity. From a purely geometric argument, one may expect the size spectrum to be bounded by the cilia spacing and length. Particles need to be smaller than the space between cilia to pass through, and a cilium cannot encircle particles much larger than its length. This thinking proved to be too simplistic. Our results show that the cilia beating coordination affects the particle-size spectrum in a nontrivial manner. These findings have potentially important implications on the design and use of biomimetic cilia in processes such as particle sorting in microfluidic devices. This potential is particularly compelling in light of the rapid development in microscale manufacturing technologies. Indeed, a variety of biomimetic cilia have been demonstrated recently at different scales and using different actuation mechanisms.

II. MODEL

We consider an infinite row of cilia whose base points are placed on a straight line chosen to coincide with the y-axis, where \((x, y, z)\) are properly chosen Cartesian coordinates. The \(y\)-distance between the base points of two neighboring cilia is \(s\). The length of each cilium is \(l\). The cilia beat in the \(xz\)-plane with frequency \(\omega\) and period \(T = 2\pi/\omega\). We use \(l\) and \(1/\omega\) to scale length and time, respectively. All variables are thereafter non-dimensional.

The planar beating motion of an individual cilium is represented in a Cartesian frame attached at the base of the cilium by \(\xi_c(\sigma, t) \equiv (\xi_x(\sigma, t), 0, \xi_z(\sigma, t))\), where \(\sigma\) is the arclength along the cilium’s centerline from its base (0 < \(\sigma < l\)) and \(t\) is time (0 < \(t < T\)). We prescribe \(\xi_x(\sigma, t)\) and \(\xi_z(\sigma, t)\) using Taylor series in \(\sigma\) and Fourier series expansions in \(t\) with coefficients based on experimental data, see Fig. 2(a). The length of the cilium from these experimental data varies slightly. Here, we rescale the length of the cilium to ensure it is constant, equal to 1, at all times.

For computational convenience, we replace the infinite row of cilia by a finite row of \(n_c\) cilia \((n_c \in N)\) and impose periodic boundary conditions in the \(y\)-direction. For the \(n\)th cilium in a periodic domain, the root of the cilium is placed at the point \((0, ns, 0)\) \((n \in \mathbb{Z})\) and its kinematics at time \(t\) is

![FIG. 2. Cilia kinematics: (a) Beating kinematics of single cilium is taken from the work of Fulford and Blake. Color represents time. Inset: Positions of the regularized Stokeslets are indicated by red dots and locations where boundary conditions are enforced that are indicated by green dots. A row of cilia beating (b) in synchrony, (c) at random phase, and (d) in a metachronal wave. The arrows represent the fluid velocity generated by the cilia, and their color indicates the magnitude of the fluid velocity.](image-url)
given by the position of the centerline,
\[ \xi_c(r,t) = (\xi_x(r,t_n), n, \xi_z(r,t_n)), \quad t_n = \omega t + \phi(n). \] (1)

That is to say, all cilia in the periodic domain undergo the same beating motion but at different phases \(\phi(n)\). In particular, we consider three types of phase coordination: (i) cilia beating in synchrony, (ii) cilia beating at random phase differences relative to their neighbors, and (iii) cilia beating in metachrony where each cilium undergoes the same cyclic motion as its neighbor but at a constant phase difference \(\phi(n) = 2\pi n/n_c\), see Figs. 2(b)-2(d). In the case of the randomly beating cilia, the phase of a cilium \(\phi(n)\) is chosen from a uniform probability distribution function in \((0,2\pi)\).

The Reynolds number associated with beating cilia is much smaller than 1 and thus, the fluid motion is governed by the Stokes equations and the incompressibility condition
\[ -\nabla p + \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} = 0, \quad \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0, \] (2)

where \(p\) is the pressure field, \(\mathbf{u}\) is the fluid velocity field, and \(\mu\) is the dimensionless fluid viscosity. We emphasize that \(p\) and \(\mathbf{u}\) are functions of position \(\mathbf{x} \equiv (x,y,z)\) and time \(t\). The no-slip boundary condition requires the fluid velocity \(\mathbf{u}|_{\text{boundary}}\) to be equal to the cilium velocity \(\mathbf{u}_c\) at cilium surface and to be identically zero at the wall \(z = 0\) together with proper decay at infinity. Here, \(\mathbf{u}_c\) is the prescribed velocity of the cilium \(\partial \xi_c/\partial t\).

We solve these equations numerically using the method of regularized Stokeslets.\(^{29}\) To compute the flow field generated by the ciliary motion, each cilium is approximated by a distribution of regularized Stokeslets, together with an “image” distribution to satisfy the zero-flow boundary conditions at the wall \(z = 0.\)\(^{30}\) Expressions for the Green’s function \(G(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_c)\) corresponding to a regularized Stokeslet at a point \(\mathbf{x}_c\) and its image system can be found in the work of Ainley \textit{et al.}\(^{30}\) The strength \(\mathbf{F}\) of a regularized Stokeslet depends on its position along the cilium and on time. The total fluid velocity induced by all the Stokeslets is given by
\[ \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}, t) = \sum_{n=-N_{\text{max}}}^{N_{\text{max}}} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{G}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_{n,k}(t)) \cdot \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{x}_{n,k}(t)). \] (3)

where \(\mathbf{x}_{n,k}(t)\) is the position of the \(k\)th Stokeslet on the cilium identified by \(n\), and \(K = 500\) is the total number of Stokeslets per cilium. We approximate the infinitely many copies of cilia due to the periodic boundary conditions by a finite number of copies of the domain equal to \(2N_d\), not accounting for the base domain, such that \(N_{\text{max}} = n_c(1 + 2N_d)/2\). The regularized Stokeslets \(\mathbf{x}_{n,k}\) are commonly placed at the cilium centerline \(x^c\),\(^{14,15}\) and the regularization parameter is chosen to reflect the finite radius \(r_c\) of the cilium.\(^{28}\) While such a discretization properly approximates the far-field flow, it does not produce accurate flow results near the cilia boundaries. A higher precision near the cilium boundaries is needed to study particle capture by the cilia. We thus approximate the cross-sectional area of the cilium using a distribution of five regularized Stokeslets located at a radial position equal to \(r_c/2\) from the cilium centerline and the center at each cross section, see the inset of Fig. 2(a). We set the regularization parameter to be \(r_c/2\) and we impose the no-slip boundary conditions at 5 points on the surface of the cilium (i.e., at \(r_c\)) in each cross section. Boundary conditions applied at those surface points yield that \(\mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}_{n,k}, t) = \partial \xi_c/\partial t\), which, upon substituting (3), yield a linear system of equations. This system is solved numerically using the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) algorithm in MATLAB (MathWorks) to obtain the Stokeslet strengths \(\mathbf{F}\). In turn, the fluid velocity field \(\mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}, t)\) can be reconstructed everywhere using (3).\(^{14,15,29}\) This implementation ensures that the average numerical error in the reconstructed velocity at the cilium boundary is less than 5% near the cilium tip and much smaller along the main surface of the cilium. Snapshots of the cilia-generated velocity fields are depicted in Figs. 2(b)-2(d) for cilia beating in synchrony, at random phase, and in metachrony, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the net displacement field of passive tracers over one beating cycle \(\mathbf{d}(\mathbf{x}) = \int_0^t \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}(t), t) dt\).

We consider the motion of passive spherical particles, of diameter \(d_p\) and located at \(\mathbf{x}_p\), in cilia-generated flows. The particles are assumed to move according to \(\dot{x}_p = \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}_p, t) + \mathbf{v}\), where \(\mathbf{v}\) accounts for steric particle-cilia interactions and is identically zero when a particle is not in direct contact with the cilia. Note that inertial effects are neglected given the small particle size,\(^{23}\) particle-particle interactions are also neglected. Particles are essentially treated as passive tracers, with velocity equal to the
fluid velocity at the particle center. This is consistent with recent findings on a similar configuration which show that even for the particle sizes comparable to cilia movement, the difference between the motion of the fully resolved particles and that of passive tracers is small.\textsuperscript{31}

When the particles get in contact with cilia, based on recent observations that particles are captured by cilia moving in the flow direction,\textsuperscript{10,32} we distinguish between two events: if a given particle is touched by the “front side” of the cilia, it gets captured. In biological systems, complex particle-organism interactions occur after downstream interception and the particle gets eventually removed from the capture region either directly or by other cilia and/or mouth-induced flows.\textsuperscript{10,32} If, on the other hand, a particle gets in contact with the “back side” of the cilia, a repulsive velocity normal to the surface of the cilium is added to ensure collision avoidance, i.e., that the particle does not penetrate the cilium and at the same time and does not get captured on the “back side” of the cilia. These modeling assumptions are consistent with experimental observation of particle capture by downstream interception\textsuperscript{10} and the fact that cilia bend into the flow direction and are thus able to intercept particles during their effective but not recovery stroke. However, without further experimental data in the literature to support a particular model for the near-field interactions between the particle and neighboring cilia, we simply let \( v = (\mu \Delta) n \), where \( \mu \) is a large constant coefficient, \( \Delta \) is the overlap between the cilium and the particle, and \( n \) is the local normal to the cilium. This model of particle-cilia interaction is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). This steric particle-cilia interaction affects the particle trajectories in a non-trivial manner as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3(a), which highlights the difference between the motion of a passive tracer (green) and a particle of size \( d_p = 0.20 \) (magenta). The deviation between the two trajectories is due to the steric interactions with the cilia.

III. RESULTS

We examine the cilia’s ability to capture flowborne particles. We consider particles that are initially placed in a volume on a regular 3D uniform grid with grid size equal to 0.1 unit length. The number of particles per unit volume is \( n_p = 1000 \). The particles are placed upstream of the cilia so that the fresh fluid that can be filtered by the cilia is entirely seeded with particles, see Fig. 4(a).
Cilia-generated flows drive the particles towards the cilia, see Fig. 4(b), where they are either captured or deflected away from the cilia depending on their position relative to the cilia. We emphasize that the trajectory of each particle is calculated independently (no particle-particle interaction). Fig. 5(a) shows that the number of cilia-captured particles is zero for the first few cycles and increases almost linearly with time thereafter. We neglect the initial transience and use a linear fit to obtain the number of particles captured per unit cycle, which we denote by $k$, see Fig. 5(a). We then define the capture rate $\eta = k/n_p/n_c$ as the number of particles captured per cycle normalized by the total number of particles per unit volume $n_p$ and by the total number of cilia $n_c$ in the periodic domain. That is to say, the units of $\eta$ are the number of particles captured per cycle per cilium per number of particles in unit volume.

No particles are captured when the cilia beat in synchrony, see Fig. 5(b). This result is independent of particle size $d_p$ and the separation distance $s$ between neighboring cilia. It is mostly due to the nearly 2D nature of the cilia-generated flows in the case of synchronously beating cilia, because of the 2D ciliary beating pattern employed here (Fig. 2(a)). Indeed, the associated displacement field of passive tracers, see the inset in Fig. 3(a), shows that particles would encounter the front side of the cilia where capture occurs only if they enter the small recirculation region downstream of the cilia. However, upstream particles first touch the back side of the cilia and, thus, get pushed further away, making it impossible for them to reach the downstream recirculation region and get captured.

When the cilia beat at random phase or in metachronal wave, the capture rate $\eta$ is sensitive to both the particle size $d_p$ and the separation distance $s$ between neighboring cilia. Capture rate is zero for the metachronal wave with $s = 0.4$. For other three cases, Fig. 5(b) shows that $\eta$ increases and then decreases with particle size indicating the presence of an optimal particle size that maximizes capture. Both the optimal particle size and the capture rate depend on the type of coordination (random or metachronal) and the spacing $s$ between neighboring cilia. For the smaller spacing $s = 0.2$, the capture rate is comparable for the cilia beating in metachronal wave and for the cilia beating at random phase. However, for larger spacing $s = 0.4$, the cilia with random phase capture more particles and the maximal capture rate occurs at larger particle size. Particles larger than the spacing $s$ can be captured but the capture rate decreases with increasing particle size.

Finally, we examine the position and timing (or phase) of particle capture. We find that capture occurs mostly in the first half of the effective forward stroke as indicated in Figs. 6(a) and 6(d). We also recorded the location along the cilium where capture is most likely to occur. Fig. 6(c) shows that the part close to the tip of the cilia captured more particles in the case of metachronal beating. In the random phase case, the top half of the cilium still captured more particles but the captured particles are more evenly distributed along the whole length of the cilium.
FIG. 6. Spatial and temporal distributions of the capture events: (a) positions of captured particles projected onto the $(x,z)$-plane. Black lines represent the outline of the region swept by a beating cilium during its effective and recovery stroke; (b) location along the cilia where the particles get captured. Capture rate is normalized so that the area under each line is 1; (c) phase at which capture occurs. Gray region indicates the phase corresponding to forward effective stroke.

IV. DISCUSSION

We proposed a discrete model system for particle capture by bands of synchronously and asynchronously beating cilia. The model is motivated by the “catch-up” mechanism for downstream particle capture. The hydrodynamic picture revealed by our model is more complicated than previously proposed. Previous studies have hypothesized that downstream capture occurs when cilia move faster during the forward stroke compared to suspended particles. Our results show that instantaneously faster movement of cilia during the forward stroke is neither sufficient nor necessary for particle capture. For instance, synchronously beating cilia do not capture suspended particles even though their speed exceeds that of the suspended particles during the effective stroke. Asynchronously beating cilia, whether metachronally or randomly, selectively capture particles from a size spectrum ranging between 0.1 and 0.4 length units (see Fig. 5(b)), which translate to particles between 2 and 5 µm in diameter for typical cilia length of 20 µm. These results are consistent with experimental observations of particle capture by ciliated microorganisms\(^\text{10}\) (Fig. 17). Note that Fig. 5(b) reports capture rate as defined in Sec. III, whereas Riisgård and co-authors\(^\text{10}\) measure particle retention in percentage form.

We also probed the model to reveal the effects of cilia spacing and cilia coordination on particle capture. Our results show that the particle-size spectrum is sensitive to both cilia spacing and cilia coordination. For metachronally beating cilia, decreasing cilia spacing enables particle capture, while decreasing cilia spacing in randomly beating cilia affects both lower and upper size limits (see Fig. 5(b)). This nonlinear dependence of particle size spectrum on cilia parameters is a clear indication of the role of hydrodynamics in coupling cilia coordination to particle capture rate. The hydrodynamic picture we obtained suggests that small particles have difficulty moving across streamlines near the surface of the cilia, while large particles have difficulty entering the sub-ciliary region after passing the cilia tips. The metachronal or random beating of cilia helps in manipulating the flow field near the cilia in a way that could be exploited to enhance the particular capture rate.

We conclude by noting that our aim here was to highlight the fluid mechanics effects on particle capture by ciliary bands and we thus neglected effects such as the particle Brownian motion and particle-particle interactions. The latter will be incorporated in future extensions of the current model.
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